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Bepress-SSRN Pilot Project
What we’ve learned while starting up the Columbia Law 
repository, and how SSRN integration can help new 
collections grow on Digital Commons...
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Process
Reached out to 86 Faculty Members and almost 400 Law Reviews with Excel 
files to collect permissions and cross-check policies for targeted articles...
SSRN Process
Circled back and counted SSRN titles to reach
out again to those with work on SSRN...
45 Authors
participated 
10 expressed 
interest after our deadline
Saw an increase in downloads even though our 
site was not yet publicly launched!
Saw an increase in downloads even though our 
site was not yet publicly launched!
964
articles ingested
in May
Points to Improve
SSRN metadata entry fields permit naming 
inconsistencies that may confuse the author 
naming/ school naming conventions within the 
repository [controlled vocab]
Some capability for nesting progressive 
versions of a document, importing versioning 
info for display/clarity
Can journals ‘sign on’ to a permissions policy 
through Digital Commons connections to 
schools?
Sherpa/RoMEO policies for law schools need to 
be updated !
Might Authors grant permission to send record 
to Digital Commons at point of upload to SSRN?
1. Metadata Standards 2. Permissions Centralization
3. Aggregate Metrics
